
TEENS  CLASS  

GUIDELINES

W A R M U P A N D W O R K O U T . C O M

f o r   t e e n s   c l a s s e s ,  a g e s   1 2  -  1 8

Coaching Guidelines
Class management is different from any adult classes you might run. For instance,  

teens classes should not extend beyond 30 minutes, and the reason for this is simple — you 

want to always end class with them wanting more, wanting to come back. 

From a coaching standpoint, the priorities are different as well. In adult classes the focus is 

usually centered around intensity and making sure each client gets an appropriately difficult 

workout. When coaching teens, always prioritize safety and quality movement above speed or 

load. You, as the coach, need to establish a culture in which more weight or more reps is not 

glorified, but instead better and safer movement is highlighted and praised. Prioritizing safety 

extends beyond the individual athlete, because we must also safely manage a group of young 

athletes. 

Some other strongly recommended guidelines: 

Have all necessary equipment set out before class begins. 

Anytime there is hanging or climbing, ensure the proper matting is underneath the 

athlete. No steps or boxes under the athlete at any time. 

Spacing between athletes should be adequate, usually double what adults would need. 

If weight is on the bar, clips are on the bar. 

Individual weight choices for athletes are fully dependent on the coach – which is why 

there are no recommended weights for the workouts. 

When teaching components, organize the athletes into a circle or semi-circle so that 

athletes can see each other for visual affirmation. 

When coaching the athletes, try to position yourself in a way that you can maintain all 

athletes in view at all times, thus minimizing having your back turned to any athletes.

Equipment
Classes can be done without any additional equipment, but in order to offer the highest 

quality class possible, the following is recommended: 

Foam Plyoboxes (6,” 12,” 24″) 
Gymnastics Mat 

Kettlebells (9lb, 18lb) 

Medicine Ball (4lb, 6lb, “hooverball” size)

Agility Ladder

Jump Ropes (child size, regular)

Agility Cones 
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